Subject: British Signalling System in railML V2.3
Posted by David Garman on Mon, 03 Jul 2017 11:15:11 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Hi Everyone
My name is David Garman and I am a software engineer working on the HERMES railway
simulator. I have been writing a tool to export data from our simulation to railML (and later import
from railML), and have run into some problems with signalling, namely that much of the
information used by our simulator would be classed as interlocking by railML and thus is not
included in the V2.3 schema. For example, how would you represent a signal having 4 aspects in
railML? How would you specify the control signal which an automatic signal is linked to?
Our simulation signalling system is based on the system in use in the UK, I am interested to know
if anyone has any experience representing this system in railML. As far as I can tell the going
advice for this situation is to write an extension which can represent the data we need, we would
like to avoid doing this but if we do have to it would be best to match systems already in use, to
preserve standardisation.
Our simulator once had a railML converter specific to a certain project which used extensions for
the data required for that project including a prototype of the Interlocking subschema. It might be
possible to reuse some of these extensions but we would still like to know what other people's
experience of this has been first.
Regards
David Garman
Graffica

Subject: Re: British Signalling System in railML V2.3
Posted by Bob Janssen on Sat, 09 Sep 2017 22:22:27 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Hello David,
rather late than never... As a matter of fact, we're preparing the interlocking cum signalling
schema for railML3 that includes an abstract aspect-element. Given the fact that aspects are
highly national, railML won't touch the UK or any other national aspect with a bargepole. What
you'll get is a skeletal aspect that must be extended to national needs. This said, the focus is
rather on speed signalling so the UK's signalling system may be the odd one out.
We prepared a simple test yard with some aspects and routes that work well for the French and
German approaches.
Yours,
Bob Janssen
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